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Abstract. What is it for a sound or gesture to have a meaning, and how does it
come to have one? In this paper, a range of simulations are used to extend the
tradition of theories of meaning as use. The authors work throughout with large
spatialized arrays of sessile individuals in an environment of wandering food sources
and predators. Individuals gain points by feeding and lose points when they are hit
by a predator and are not hiding. They can also make sounds heard by immediate
neighbours in the array, and can respond to sounds from immediate neighbours. No
inherent meaning for these sounds is built into the simulation; under what circumstances they are sent, if any, and what the response to them is, if any, vary initially
with the strategies randomized across the array. These sounds do take on a speciﬁc
function for communities of individuals, however, with any of three forms of strategy change: direct imitation of strategies of successful neighbours, a localized genetic
algorithm in which strategies are ‘crossed’ with those of successful neighbours, and
neural net training on the behaviour of successful neighbours. Starting from an array
randomized across a large number of strategies, and using any of these modes of
strategy change, communities of ‘communicators’ emerge. Within these evolving
communities the sounds heard from immediate neighbours, initially arbitrary
across the array, come to be used for very speciﬁc communicative functions.
‘Communicators’ make a particular sound on feeding and respond to that same
sound from neighbours by opening their mouths; they make a diﬀerent sound
when hit with a predator and respond to that sound by hiding. Robustly and persistently, even in simple computer models of communities of self-interested agents,
something suggestively like signalling emerges and spreads.
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1. Introduction
Colonies of sessile compuzoans are commonly found in simple environments of
drifting food sources and small wandering predators. In order to feed, the compuzoan
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must simply open its mouth when a food source comes its way. In order to avoid
harm, it must hide when a predator is in the area. Like many cave creatures,
however, compuzoans are blind; they cannot see food or predators coming. They
cannot even perceive that a neighbour has successfully fed, or that it has been hit by
a predator. But compuzoans are enabled with an ability to make simple sounds that
carry as far as their immediate neighbours in the colony.
Could compuzoans come to use these sounds as signals? This is a philosophical
thought experiment that we have explored using a range of computer models. In our
simplest models, the strategies of our compuzoans change by simple imitation in the
direction of more successful neighbours. Less successful strategies are replaced by
strategies that have proven more successful in their immediate neighbourhood.1 In
more complicated variations, behavioural strategies are replaced with variations
formed by genetic algorithm recombination with the strategies of more successful
neighbours. In the most sophisticated models we oﬀer here, the nervous systems of
our compuzoans consist of neural nets, changed by backpropagation training on the
behaviour of successful neighbours.
In all of these models, communities of ‘communicators’ emerge that make a
particular sound on feeding and react to that same sound from a neighbour by
opening their mouths. Communicators make a diﬀerent sound when hurt by a
predator, and respond to that sound from a neighbour by hiding. It should be
emphasized that compuzoans beneﬁt only individually by feeding and avoiding
predation; there is no reward for communication per se. Consistently and robustly,
across mechanisms of strategy change by imitation, genetic algorithm and neural net
learning, the result is a co-evolution of strategies coordinated in terms of signalling
and response.

2. The philosophical motivation
Many are the philosophical theories of meaning, and many are their aims. It is
probably wrong to think of all such theories—Fregean, Gricean, Davidsonian—as
theories of meaning in the same sense. It is perhaps wrong to think of them as trying
to answer the same questions about meaning.
We consider the question we are pursuing to be the simplest and most basic in the
philosophy of meaning: What is it for a sound or gesture to have meaning at all? For
the present our interests in the theory of meaning are restricted to this basic question.
We want to know what meaning amounts to and how something can take on a
meaning: what meaning is and how it happens.
The models we have to oﬀer fall in the general category of theories of meaning as
use. Essential to meaning in these models is behavioural co-ordination across a
community; meaning is not something psychological in an individual but something
developed socially across a community. Wittgensteinian theories of meaning as use,
however, are notorious for teasing vagueness and obscurity. One way of pursuing the
basic insight of such theories without incurring these vices is to follow the gametheoretic approach ﬁrst suggested in Lewis’s Convention (1969) and further developed in Skyrms’s Evolution of the Social Contract (1996). It is these that we take as
our philosophical precursors here.2
With the notable exception of Bennett’s Linguistic Behaviour (1976), philosophers
have generally been wary of speculations as to how language might begin or how
systems of signalling or communication might emerge. We on the contrary take the
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question of how communication might arise to be crucial to an understanding of
what it is. In our less self-critical moments, we think of what we are doing as trying
to understand the basic phenomenon of meaning by making meaning happen.
Our computer models track spatialized arrays of self-interested individuals in
an environment of wandering food sources and predators. Our individuals gain
points by feeding and avoid harm by hiding. Their range of perception is limited:
They know only when they themselves are fed, when they are hurt and when an
immediate neighbour has made a particular sound. Their responses to particular
stimuli—resting in neutral, opening their mouths, hiding or making a particular
sound—are dictated by a simple behavioural strategy or an elementary neural net.
We begin with a large randomized array of such individuals, and have strategies
change in the direction of that neighbouring strategy that has proven most successful. In various forms of the model, we have explored forms of strategy change in
which the strategy of successful neighbours is imitated in full, in which strategies are
cross-bred locally by genetic algorithm, and in which strategies are changed by
partial training in neural nets.
The result in all of these models is that ﬂourishing communities appear that are
behaviourally co-ordinated so as to uniformly generate a particular sound at feeding
and to react to that sound by opening their mouths, to generate a particular sound
when hurt and to react to that sound by hiding. In actually working with these
models, it is almost impossible not to think of what emerges as a simple signalling
system: a simple pattern of communication in which particular sounds carry a
particular meaning. From that perspective, ours are simple models in which we can
see meaning as an aspect of behavioural co-ordination across a community, and in
which we watch meaning arise.
It should be noted that on each round our individuals can perceive only that they
themselves successfully feed or are hit by a predator; they cannot in general tell even
when an immediate neighbour has fed or been hurt. Within evolving communities of
‘communicators’, in contrast, the sounds that agents can make and can hear from
immediate neighbours are co-ordinated so as to serve a communicative function.
Two clear indicators that this use of sound does not qualify as a form of perception
are (1) that it is mediated by sounds which may be sent by one agent (or not) and
received by another, and (2) because information transfer can still go wrong through
that mediation. A ‘communicator’ may act in response to a signal from a diﬀerent
strategy, or from a ‘communicator’ with a diﬀerent behavioural co-ordination of
sounds, in a radically inappropriate way—opening its mouth just in time to be hit by
a predator, for example. All of this marks the emerging use of sounds in a
community of ‘communicators’ as signal-like rather than perception-like, giving us
a simple simulational instantiation of a theory of meaning as use.
In our more sober moments, we have to admit that our ‘individuals’ are mere blips
on a computer screen, controlled in silico by deterministic strategies or neural nets.
Despite our working tendency to think of these as forming communities of
communicators in which certain signals take on a particular meaning, we have to
admit that there is no real entity before us that literally means anything by anything.
On this more digniﬁed characterization of what we are up to, meaning is not
something we make but merely something we model. From even this deﬂationary
perspective, however, the model may aﬀord a better understanding of meaning. A
model that tracks the dynamics of meaning may give us a deeper understanding
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of the phenomenon even if real meaning does not literally appear within the model
at all.
It must also be admitted that those elements the meaning of which we attempt to
study here are at best simple signals, so simple as to lie beneath syntax and thus well
beneath any theory of compositionality. Compositional theories, however, do
assume meaning at the terminal nodes; what we want to understand is what it is
for even terminal nodes to have a meaning, and how such meaning can arise.
Contemporary work by Martin Nowak and others, moreover, suggests that models
like those oﬀered here might eventually be extended to explain emergence of
elementary syntax as well (Nowak and Krakauer 1999, Nowak et al. 1999, 2000).

3. Modelling background
What is it for a sound or gesture to have a meaning? Theories of meaning as use are
standardly introduced in opposition to classical approaches in which meaning is
taken to be a relation. A sound or gesture is meaningful, on classical accounts,
because it stands in a particular relation to something, and the thing to which it
stands in the proper relation is taken to be its meaning. The question for any
relational theory of meaning, then, is precisely what the crucial relation is and what it
is a relation to. Referential theories take the essential relation to be reference to
things in the world. Words have meanings because they have referents, and the
meaning of a word is the thing to which it refers (Augustine c. 400 AD, Mill 1884,
Russell 1921, 1940). Ideational theories take meaning to be a relation between a
sound or gesture and the images, ideas, or internal representations it is used to
express. The meaning of the word is the thing in the head it is used to convey, and
communication becomes an attempt to transfer the contents of my head into yours,
or to make the contents of your head match mine (Aristotle c. 330 BC, Hobbes 1651,
Locke 1689). Abstractual theories portray meaning as a relation neither to things in
the world nor to the contents of heads but to some third form of object, removed
from the world and yet non-psychological (Frege 1918).
Outside of sophisticated forms of representationalism, perhaps, philosophers tend
to think of at least simple relational theories as easy targets in the ﬁrst few steps of
philosophy of language.3 Within other disciplines now actively engaged in exploring
models for communication, however—theoretical biology, evolutionary linguistics,
computer science and artiﬁcial life—relational theories of meaning are clearly alive
and well. We take it as a sure sign that the theory in play is of this sort when the
measure of ‘identity of meaning’ or ‘successful communication’ between two
individuals is a match between their representation maps or signal matrices. A
referential theory, in which the meaning of a term is taken to be the object or
situation it applies to, is more or less explicit in the work of Bruce MacLennan and
Gordon Burghardt (MacLennan 1991, MacLennan and Burghardt 1994), John
Batali and Michael Oliphant (Batali 1995, Oliphant and Batali 1997) and Kyle
Wagner (2000). An ideational theory, in which communication involves a match of
internal representations, is a clear theme in the work of Michael Levin (1995),
Domenico Parisi (1997), Edward Hutchins and Brian Hazlehurst (1991, 1995),
Daniel Livingstone and Colin Fyfe (Livingstone 2000, Livingstone and Fyfe 1999)
and Martin Nowak and his collaborators (Nowak et al. 1999, 2000).
Perhaps those relational theories of meaning that have the most currency among
contemporary philosophers are forms of representationalism. On such a view,
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meanings are in the head, correspond to the outside world by representing it, may
themselves have a linguistic structure and are communicated by way of a complex
pattern of co-ordinated intentions (Fodor 1975, 1981). Our goal here is less to
refute the representational picture than to develop an alternative using the formal
tools of simulation: an alternative in which meaning is crucially pragmatic and
fundamentally social.
The central tenet of any theory of meaning as use is that a grasp of meaning will
come not by looking for the right relation to the right kind of object but by attention
to the co-ordinated interaction of agents in a community. In practical terms, the
measure of communication will be functional co-ordination alone, rather than any
attempt to ﬁnd matches between internal representations or referential matrices. The
understanding of meaning that we seek may thus come with an understanding of
the development of patterns of functional communication, but without our being
able at any stage to identify a particular relation as the ‘meaning’ relation or a
particular object—concrete, ideational or abstract—as the ‘meaning’ of a particular
term. Although the cross-disciplinary modelling literature is clearly dominated by
relational views of meaning, this more dynamical approach also has its representatives: we note with satisfaction comments in that direction in the theoretical and
robotics work of Luc Steels (1996, 1998).
There are also other ways in which the models we explore here diﬀer from their
predecessors in the technical literature. An essential aspect of our models is
spatialization, carried over from previous work in co-operation (Grim 1995, 1996,
Grim et al. 1998). Our community is modelled as a two-dimensional cellular
automata array, with all essential interactions functioning purely locally; each
individual interacts with its immediate neighbors, but no individual interacts with
all members of the community as a whole. The sounds made by individuals in the
array are heard only by their immediate neighbours. Fitness is measured purely
locally, and strategy change proceeds locally as well: it is always the locally successful
neighbour that is used in strategy change by full imitation, genetic recombination or
backpropagation learning. Spatialization of this thorough-going sort has not been
exploited in earlier models for communication. Some studies employ a spatial task of
some sort, but both communication and reproduction proceed globally across
random selections from the population as a whole (MacLennan and Burghardt
1994, Cangelosi and Parisi 1998, Wagner 2000). In some cases both co-operation and
communication are conceived spatially, but new strategies arise by mutation using
a ﬁtness algorithm applied globally across the population as a whole.4 Aside from
our models, that by Ackley and Littman (1994) is perhaps the most consistently
spatialized to date.5
In almost all previous models in the literature, communication is rewarded as an
end in itself. Both ‘senders’ and ‘receivers’ are simultaneously rewarded for each case
of ‘successful communication’, rather than a far more realistic economy in which
immediate beneﬁts can be expected to accrue to the receiver alone. An assumption
of mutual beneﬁt from communicative exchanges is explicitly made in Lewis (1969).
The models in MacLennan (1991) reward both ‘senders’ and ‘receivers’ for successful
communication, with strategies then perfected through genetic algorithm. As Ackley
and Littman note, the resulting models reﬂect an artiﬁcial environment ‘where
‘‘truthful speech’’ by a speaker and ‘‘right action’’ by a listener cause food to rain
down on both’ (Ackley and Litman 1994: 40). In later work, MacLennan and
Burghardt (1994) and Wagner (2000) continue to use symmetrical reward models,
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though these are underwritten with the explicit proviso that their investigations are
limited to communication regarding co-operative tasks, motivated by a story of
communication for co-operation in bringing down a large animal. That proviso also
limits generalizability of their models to communication in general, however.
Through explicit assumption or shared tasks, symmetrical rewards for communication also characterize the work of Werner and Dyer (1994), Saunders and Pollack
(1996) and Hutchins and Hazlehurst (1991, 1995).
The need for a model of how communication regarding non-shared tasks might
originate is noted explicitly by a number of authors (Ackley and Littman 1994,
Batali 1995, Dyer 1995, Noble and Cliﬀ 1996, Cangelosi and Parisi 1998). Batali
writes,
While it is of clear beneﬁt for the members of a population to be able to make use of
information made available to others, it is not as obvious that any beneﬁt accrues to
the sender of informative signals. A good strategy, in fact, might be for an individual
to exploit signals sent by others, but to send no informative signals itself. Thus there
is a puzzle as to how coordinated systems of signal production and response could
have evolved. (Batali 1995: 2)

In an overview of approaches, Domenico Parisi is still more explicit:
In the food and danger simulations the organism acts only as a receiver of signals and
it evolves an ability to respond appropriately to these signals. It is interesting to ask,
however, where these signals come from . . . Why should the second individual bother
to generate signals in the presence of the ﬁrst individual? The evolutionary ‘goal’ of
the ﬁrst individual is quite clear. Individuals who respond to the signal ‘food’
(‘danger’) by approaching (avoiding) the object they currently perceive are more
likely to reproduce than individuals who do not do so. Hence, the evolutionary
emergence of an ability to understand these signals . . . But why should individuals
who perceive food or danger objects in the presence of another individual develop a
tendency to respond by emitting the signal ‘food’ or ‘danger’? (Parisi 1997: 129)

The models we oﬀer here are intended to close this explanatory gap, showing how
communication can emerge given precisely the reward structure Batali and Parisi
call for. Here individuals develop patterns of communication in an environment in
which they beneﬁt only individually from capture of food and avoidance of
predators, and indeed in which there is an assigned cost for generating signals.
Without any restriction to shared tasks, the model oﬀers steps toward understanding
how signalling in general can emerge.

4. The environment of the common compuzoan
We use a randomized 64  64 two-dimensional cellular automata array of individuals carrying diﬀerent strategies. Technically, the array forms a torus, ‘wrapping
around’ so that individuals on the bottom edge have neighbors at the top edge and
those at the left edge have neighbours on the right (ﬁgure 1). Ours are sessile
compuzoans: like coral in a reef, the individuals themselves do not move. What does
move are food sources and predators, each of which migrate in a random walk
across the array.
If a predator lands on an individual that is not hiding, that individual is ‘harmed’
and loses a point. If a food source lands on an individual with its mouth open, that
individual ‘feeds’ and gains a point. We should emphasize that the latter are food
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Figure 1. A typical array of compuzoans, with diﬀerent strategies shown as
diﬀerent colours and open mouths as central black squares.

sources: individuals feed from them, but the food sources themselves are not
consumed and do not disappear. Like a cloud of plankton or a school of ﬁsh,
perhaps, they continue their random walk oﬀering nourishment for the next guy
down the line.
On any given round, an individual’s strategy may dictate that it opens its mouth or
that it hides. Individuals are also capable of making one of two sounds on a given
round, which we term sound s1 and sound s2. But compuzoans’ sounds are weak,
detected only by themselves and their eight immediate neighbours.6
The perceptual world of the compuzoan is severely limited: they know only when
they are fed, when they are hurt and when someone in their immediate neighbourhood has made a particular sound. Their behavioural repertoire is simple as well:
a basic strategy dictates when they will open their mouths, hide or make sound s1
or s2.
For even such simple creatures in such a simple environment, it seems, there is
a behavioural strategy that would qualify as an elementary form of signalling
or communication. Imagine a community of compuzoans that share the following
behavioural strategy:
They make sound s1 when they successfully feed.
They react to hearing sound s1 by opening their mouths.
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Figure 2. Migration of a single food source across a hypothetical array of
communicators. In the left frame, a food source dot lands on an open
mouth, indicated by grey shading. That central individual makes a sound *
heard by its immediate neighbours, which in the second frame open their
mouths in response. One of them feeds successfully, making a sound heard
by its immediate neighbours, which are shown opening their mouths in the
third frame. The result in a community of communicators is a chain reaction
of eﬃcient feeding.
They make sound s2 when they are hurt.
They react to sound s2 by hiding.

When a particular individual of such a community feeds, it makes sound s1.
Its immediate neighbours open their mouths in response. Since the food source
follows a random walk, it will then fall on an open mouth on the next round. That
individual, having successfully fed, will make sound s1 and its neighbours will open
their mouths. The result, in a community sharing such a strategy, is a chain reaction
in which the food source is successfully exploited on each round (ﬁgure 2).
The dynamics of predation in such a community is interestingly diﬀerent. When an
individual is hurt, it makes sound s2. Its immediate neighbours then hide, avoiding
predation on the next round. Because none of them is hurt, however, they make no
sound. The predator thus ﬁnds a target on the following round. Here again an
individual is hurt, resulting in sound s2 and predator avoidance on the next round
(ﬁgure 3). In the environment we have created, in other words, communication
regarding food can result in a chain reaction of food source exploitation on each
round. Communication regarding predation, on the other hand, results in avoidance
of predators only on every second round.7
We term compuzoans with this behavioural strategy ‘perfect communicators’.
There are, of course, two forms of ‘perfect communicators’: those that use sound
s1 for food and sound s2 for hiding, as above, and the symmetrical variation that
uses sound s2 for food and sound s1 for hiding. The dynamics outlined make clear
the potential beneﬁt to any individual lucky enough to ﬁnd itself in an established
community of perfect communicators. The question we are interested in here,
however, is whether communities of communicators will emerge if we start with
initial arrays randomized across a range of diﬀerent strategies. We take meaning
to be a phenomenon of co-operative communicative behaviour. How might that
co-operative communicative behaviour develop?
In the models that follow, we explore variations on this basic environment for
the common compuzoan. In particular, we explore variations in the mode of
strategy change. Over the course of 100 rounds, individuals total their gains and
losses from feeding, predation and energy expenditure in mouth-opening, hiding
and making sounds. At that point the crucial question is whether any of a cell’s
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Figure 3. Migration of a single predator across a hypothetical array of
communicators. In the left frame, a predator is shown as a hollow dot
landing on a cell that is not hiding. The victim makes a sound shown as a
cross, heard by itself and its immediate neighbours. In the second frame, all
who hear the warning hide, shown in black, as the predator moves on. The
cell on which it lands in the second frame has avoided victimization by
hiding, however, and so does not make a sound. The predator thus lands on
an unwarned victim again in the third frame, and that victim sends out a
warning call. The result in a community of communicators is avoidance of
predation only on every other round.
immediate neighbours has accumulated a higher score. In our simplest models, if
any neighbour has a higher score, the strategy of our compuzoan is replaced
wholesale with that of its most successful neighbour. In a second set of models,
strategy change is by localized genetic algorithm: the strategies of our compuzoans
are cross-bred with the strategies of their most successful neighbour. In the most
complex models oﬀered here, strategies are instantiated in simple neural nets and
strategy change is by a partial backpropagation training on the behaviour of the
most successful neighbour. Within the environment outlined for the common
compuzoan, our core result is that simple signalling can emerge using any of these
mechanisms of strategy change.

5. Emergence of communication by imitation
In our earliest studies, using strategy change by imitation, we kept our
behavioural repertoires simple and thus our sample space of strategies small.
Here each individual is envisaged as either opening its mouth or hiding on each
round, with no possibility of doing both and no provision yet for coasting in
neutral. Our individuals were allowed to make sound s1 or sound s2, but could
not make both. Given those limitations, our strategies can be represented as fourtuples hf, h, s1, s2i, with three possibilities for each variable. A strategy
description hf, h, s1, s2i speciﬁes what the individual does when fed f (make
no sound, make sound s1 or make sound s2), what it does when hurt h (the same
three options), what it does when it hears a sound s1 (open its mouth, hide, or a
random selection between the two), and what it does when it hears a sound s2
(the same options). When two diﬀerent sounds are heard from immediate
neighbours, a random ﬂip of a coin determines which sound the individual will
respond to. When no sound is heard, in this simple model, a random ﬂip of a
coin dictates whether a cell will open its mouth or hide.
This ﬁrst model is therefore structured in terms of 81 strategies. These can be
envisaged in base 3 as follow:
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h0,0,0,0i never sounds and continues to behave randomly (hiding or opening its
mouth) on hearing any sound.
h0,0,0,1i never sounds, behaves randomly on hearing s1, but opens its mouth on
hearing s2
h0,0,0,2i never sounds, behaves randomly on hearing s1, but hides on hearing s2
h0,0,1,0i never sounds, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h0,0,1,1i never sounds, opens its mouth on hearing either s1 or s2
h0,0,1,2i never sounds, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on hearing s2
h0,0,2,0i never sounds, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly on hearing s2
h0,0,2,1i never sounds, hides on hearing s1 but opens its mouth on hearing s2
h0,0,2,2i never sounds, hides on hearing any sound
h0,1,0,0i sounds s1 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing any sound.
h0,1,0,1i sounds s1 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, but opens its
mouth on hearing s2
h0,1,0,2i sounds s1 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, but hides on
hearing s2
h0,1,1,0i sounds s1 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves randomly
on hearing s2
h0,1,1,1i sounds s1 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing either s1or s2
h0,1,1,2i sounds s1 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on hearing
s2
h0,1,2,0i sounds s1 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h0,1,2,1i sounds s1 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 but eats on hearing s2
h0,1,2,2i sounds s1 when hurt, hides on hearing any sound
h0,2,0,0i sounds s2 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing any sound.
h0,2,0,1i sounds s2 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, but opens
its mouth on hearing s2
h0,2,0,2i sounds s2 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, but hides
on hearing s2
h0,2,1,0i sounds s2 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves randomly
on hearing s2
h0,2,1,1i sounds s2 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing either s1 or s2
h0,2,1,2i sounds s2 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on hearing
s2
h0,2,2,0i sounds s2 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h0,2,2,1i sounds s2 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 but eats on hearing s2
h0,2,2,2i sounds s2 when hurt, hides on hearing any sound
h1,0,0,0i sounds s1 when fed, behaves randomly on hearing any sound
h1,0,0,1i sounds s1 when fed, behaves randomly on hearing s1, opens its mouth on
hearing s2
h1,0,0,2i sounds s1 when fed, behaves randomly on hearing s1, hides on hearing s2
h1,0,1,0i sounds s1 when fed, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h1,0,1,1i sounds s1 when fed, opens its mouth on hearing either s1 or s2
h1,0,1,2i sounds s1 when fed, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on hearing
s2
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h1,0,2,0i sounds s1 when fed, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h1,0,2,1i sounds s1 when fed, hides on hearing s1 but eats on hearing s2
h1,0,2,2i sounds s1 when fed, hides on hearing any sound
h1,1,0,0i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, behaves randomly on hearing any sound.
h1,1,0,1i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, opens its
mouth on hearing s2
h1,1,0,2i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, hides on
hearing s2
h1,1,1,0i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves
randomly on hearing s2
h1,1,1,1i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, opens its mouth on hearing either s1 or s2
h1,1,1,2i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on
hearing s2
h1,1,2,0i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly
on hearing s2
h1,1,2,1i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, hides on hearing s1 but eats on hearing s2
h1,1,2,2i sounds s1 when fed or hurt, hides on hearing any sound
h1,2,0,0i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing any
sound.
h1,2,0,1i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1,
opens its mouth on hearing s2
h1,2,0,2i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1,
hides on hearing s2
h1,2,1,0i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1,
behaves randomly on hearing s2
h1,2,1,1i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing either
s1 or s2
h1,2,1,2i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and
hides on hearing s2
h1,2,2,0i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 and behaves
randomly on hearing s2
h1,2,2,1i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 but eats on
hearing s2
h1,2,2,2i sounds s1 when fed and s2 when hurt, hides on hearing any sound
h2,0,0,0i sounds s2 when fed, behaves randomly on hearing any sound
h2,0,0,1i sounds s2 when fed, behaves randomly on hearing s1, opens its mouth on
hearing s2
h2,0,0,2i sounds s2 when fed, behaves randomly on hearing s1, hides on hearing s2
h2,0,1,0i sounds s2 when fed, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h2,0,1,1i sounds s2 when fed, opens its mouth on hearing either s1 or s2
h2,0,1,2i sounds s2 when fed, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on hearing
s2
h2,0,2,0i sounds s2 when fed, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly on
hearing s2
h2,0,2,1i sounds s2 when fed, hides on hearing s1 but eats on hearing s2
h2,0,2,2i sounds s2 when fed, hides on hearing any sound
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h2,1,0,0i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing any
sound.
h2,1,0,1i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1,
opens its mouth on hearing s2
h2,1,0,2i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1,
hides on hearing s2
h2,1,1,0i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1,
behaves randomly on hearing s2
h2,1,1,1i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing either s1
or s2
h2,1,1,2i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and
hides on hearing s2
h2,1,2,0i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 and behaves
randomly on hearing s2
h2,1,2,1i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, hides on hearing s1 but eats on
hearing s2
h2,1,2,2i sounds s2 when fed, s1 when hurt, hides on hearing any sound
h2,2,0,0i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, behaves randomly on hearing any sound.
h2,2,0,1i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, opens its
mouth on hearing s2
h2,2,0,2i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, behaves randomly on hearing s1, hides on
hearing s2
h2,2,1,0i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1, behaves
randomly on hearing s2
h2,2,1,1i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, opens its mouth on hearing either s1 or s2
h2,2,1,2i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, opens its mouth on hearing s1 and hides on
hearing s2
h2,2,2,0i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, hides on hearing s1 and behaves randomly
on hearing s2
h2,2,2,1i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, hides on hearing s1 but eats on hearing s2
h2,2,2,2i sounds s2 when fed or hurt, hides on hearing any sound
Among these 81 strategies there are only two that qualify as ‘perfect communicators’: strategies h1,2,1,2i and h2,1,2,1i. Strategy h1,2,1,2i makes sound s1 when
fed and sound s2 when hurt, responding to s1 symmetrically by opening its mouth
and to s2 by hiding. Strategy h2,1,2,1i follows the same pattern with the role of
sounds s1 and s2 interchanged. Among the 79 strategies that do not qualify as perfect
communicators are ‘free riders’, which exploit communication received without
responding with symmetrical communication in return. A ‘free rider’ may react to
a particular sound by opening its mouth, for example—thereby beneﬁting from a
neighbour’s signal—but when fed will not send a corresponding signal from which its
neighbour might beneﬁt in return.
In these runs we set the gain for ‘feeding’ at 1 point and the loss for being ‘hurt’ at
a negative 1 point. Cells accumulate a total (perhaps negative) over a run of 100
rounds—a ‘generation’. At the end of each generation, the crucial question is
whether a cell has a more successful immediate neighbour. If any neighbour has a
higher score, the cell’s strategy is replaced wholesale with the strategy of that
neighbour with the highest score—a mechanism of strategy change by straight
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imitation.9 In the case of two neighbours with tied higher scores, one is chosen at
random.
We start with a randomization of all 81 strategies across our 4096 individuals.
With an eye to the diﬀerent dynamics of feeding and predation noted above, we use
50 food items and 100 predators.10 Food items and predators wander in a random
walk as outlined, and our individuals periodically adopt the strategy of their most
successful neighbours.

Figure 4. Development of a typical array of imitators, with perfect communicators
shown in pure black and pure white. Generations 1, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200
shown. For an animation of the entire development, please go to http://
129.49.17.140/mmh/mmh.htm
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Figure 5. Conquest by ‘perfect communicators’ with 100 predators and 50 food
items; 600 generations shown.

Can simple patterns of communication emerge in such an environment? As it turns
out, emergence of communication under such circumstances is quite nearly
inevitable. The development of a typical array is shown in ﬁgure 4. In such an
environment, communities of perfect communicators slowly develop and spread.
Ultimately, the array will be occupied by our two species of perfect communicators
alone, divided by a ﬂuctuating border at which individuals occasionally switch from
one strategy to the other. A running animation of the full development can be seen at
http://129.49.17.140/mmh/mmh.htm
In ﬁgure 5, we graph the development of a typical array in terms of percentages
of the population over time. Quick dominance by our two perfect communicators
is clear.
6. Breeding communicators with localized genetic algorithms
In the second set of models, we replace strategy change by simple imitation with
strategy change by localized genetic algorithm. Rather than starting with a
randomization across our full range of strategies, we begin with a small number
of ‘Adam and Eve’ strategies, chosen at random except that we quite deliberately
weed out any strategies toward which we anticipate convergence. We deliberately
avoid any strategies that are in any way close to perfect communicators, for
example. Sets of initial Adams and Eves are also chosen so that each possible
variable (0, 1 or 2) will be represented in each variable position somewhere within the
set. Although strategies can emerge or re-emerge through genetic algorithm despite
not being represented in earlier generations, it is only possible to end up with a
strategy using a 2 in the ﬁnal position, for example, if at least one of the strategies we
begin with has a 2 in that position. Without all values at least initially possible in all
positions we would be unable to explore major portions of the full strategy space.
From an initial randomization of Adams and Eves, strategy change proceeds as
follows. Here again we work with 50 food items and 100 predators. Each cell has
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Figure 6. General strategy of genetic recombination of strategies.
accumulated a score from feeding and predation over the course of 100 rounds, and
the crucial question for strategy updating is whether a cell has any neighbour with
a higher score. If it does, it ‘breeds’: its strategy is changed to one that is a genetic
cross between its previous strategy and that of its most successful neighbour.
Technically, this is done by choosing two points at random in the series of values
that characterize the two strategies at issue: between the ﬁrst and second in our series
of four values, for example, and between the third and fourth. This gives us an
‘inside’ set of values and an ‘outside’ set. We then use the programming equivalent of
ﬂipping a coin. If the coin comes up heads, it is the ‘inside’ values of the original
strategy that remain and the ‘outside’ values that are changed to those of its most
successful neighbour. If the coin comes up tails, it is the ‘outside’ values that remain
the same and the ‘inside’ values that are changed (ﬁgure 6).
Crossover is often implemented in genetic algorithms using only one random point
rather than two (see, for example, Holland 1992). One chooses a random spot at
which to cut both strategies A and B, creating a new strategy that combines that
section of A to the left of the random cut with that section of B to the right, or vice
versa. One consequence of using one-point crossover, however, is that the ends of
a strategy are treated diﬀerently from the middle. Consider, for example, the digits
at the very ends of strategy A. With a single random cut, either of these digits may
end up being the only element from A dropped into an otherwise diﬀerent strategy.
This does not hold for digits between the ends, which on a single cut will always
reappear with at least one original neighbour. In choosing two points for crossover
instead, including the possibility of a cut ‘after the last digit’, we address both this
positional bias or ‘end eﬀect’ and several other diﬃculties noted in the literature
(Eshelman et al. 1989, Mitchell 1996).
Often genetic algorithms are applied globally, cross-breeding a select few of the
‘most successful’ strategies across an entire population. It should be noted that our
genetic algorithm is here applied purely locally; it is the most successful immediate
neighbour with which a cell’s strategy is crossed. Here all reproduction, like all
interaction and all ﬁtness measurement, proceeds purely locally.
In this model, a successful strategy can be expected to contribute only part of its
genetic code to those strategies that replace its less successful neighbours. Only by
progressive approximation can a successful strategy be literally duplicated or fully
imitated, then, and only by being as successful as any strategy in its immediate
neighbourhood, or by cross-breeding with a genetically identical neighbour, can the
strategy of any given cell in the array remain unchanged. In the course of genetic
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recombination, we can expect a number of diﬀerent strategies to be reproduced, and
these might or might not prove more successful than their neighbours. The result is
a wide sampling across possible strategies through local action, despite the fact that
we start with only a manageable handful of Adams and Eves.11
Can ‘perfect communicators’ emerge and spread through the mechanisms of
localized genetic algorithm? Yes. The emergence of communities of perfect communicators in a typical run is shown in ﬁgure 7, using the same environment and the
same 81 strategies as in the previous section. We begin with a randomization of a
small number of Adams and Eves across the array—in this case, only six. Territory is
progressively occupied by the two perfect communicators that develop, though their
border continues to be marked by a range of experimental hybrids.
Figure 8 shows proportions of the population for three diﬀerent runs, with three
diﬀerent sets of six Adams and Eves over a varying number of generations. All show
the progressive emergence of our two ‘perfect communicators’ and the eventual
triumph of one. Here we have applied a new form of strategy change to the
same environment and the same range of strategies used in our imitative model in
section 4. One of the beneﬁts of using localized genetic algorithms, however, is that
they allow exploration beyond the limitations of that earlier model, expanding our
sample space to a larger range of more complex strategies. With only 81 strategies,
we still have a number small enough for signiﬁcant initial representation in a
randomized 64  64 array. If we introduce more complex strategies, however, we
will have to deal with a much larger sample space of variations. The larger the
number of strategies, the less chance that each will be signiﬁcantly represented in an
initial array, particularly where we are dealing with strategies dependent on
coordination with neighbours. In a model using strategy change by imitation,
moreover, no strategy can appear de novo. Any strategy not initially represented
cannot later appear, and it is impossible for any strategy eliminated from the
population at any point to reappear later in a changed environment.
Both of these obstacles are addressed by starting from a small number of more
complex Adams and Eves and allowing successful strategies to emerge through
localized genetic recombination. The promise of localized genetic algorithms is thus
a model that allows us to explore a larger sample space of more complicated
strategies without swamping an initial array with a randomization of all strategies at
once and while still modeling strategy change in terms of purely local action. One
might think of the model as shifting from one in which samples are introduced by an
initial spatial randomization and functionally sorted over time to one in which both
introduction and sorting occur temporally as well as spatially.
Let us thus consider a range of more complex behavioural strategies. One
important addition is to move beyond the ‘open mouth, hide or random selection’
restraints of the simpler model by adding a genuinely ‘neutral’ state in which an
individual neither opens its mouth nor hides. When coasting in ‘neutral’, an
individual cannot gain points by feeding but is still vulnerable to losing points
from predation. We can also expand the simpler model by including a behavioural
speciﬁcation for the case in which an individual is neither fed nor hurt, and another
for the case in which it hears no sound from immediate neighbours.
These more complex strategies can be coded as six-tuples h, f, h, s1, s2, si, with
variables indicating what an individual does when it is neither fed nor hurt  (make
sound s1, make sound s2 or make no sound), what it does when fed f or hurt h (the
same three options), and what it does when it hears sound s1, sound s2, or no sound
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Figure 7. Typical evolution of a spatialized array by genetic algorithm, starting
with a random distribution of six Adams and Eves. Initial strategies quickly
proliferate, eventually converging to a small number of perfect communicators with continued genetic recombination at their borders.
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Figure 8a. Genetic algorithm evolution to a perfect communicator h1,2,1,2i over
1724 generations.

Figure 8b. Genetic algorithm evolution to a perfect communicator h2,1,2,1i over
1998 generations.

Figure 8c. Genetic algorithm evolution to two perfect communicators, with the
eventual triumph of one; 5500 generations shown.
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s (open its mouth, hide or ‘coast’ in neutral). Those variations expand our sample
space signiﬁcantly, from 81 possible strategies to 729.
One ﬁnal wrinkle: following earlier work on co-operation, itself based on that of
Nowak and Sigmund, the world we model here is a stochastically imperfect one
(Nowak and Sigmund 1990, 1992, Grim 1995, 1996, Grim et al. 2000). In only 90%
of cases do individuals respond to sounds precisely as their strategy speciﬁes. In a
random 5% of cases, an individual with a strategy that speciﬁes an open mouth
will hide instead; in 5% of cases, it will coast in neutral. Other responses to sound
reﬂect similar stochastic noise.
Here we use an initial randomization of 18 Adam and Eves, chosen to include each
of our three variables in each of our six positions somewhere in the set and sorted so
as to avoid initial communicators. We maintain the same ratio of food and
predators, but for speed of computation raise the numbers to 75 foods and 150
predators. Here for the ﬁrst time we also assign an energy tax of 0.02 points for
opening one’s mouth or for hiding. We exact a tax of 0.01 points for making any
sound, on the theory that sound-making requires energy as well. Each cell has
accumulated a score from feeding, predation and energy taxes over the course of 100
rounds. If there is an immediate neighbour with a higher score, the cell’s strategy is
replaced with a genetic cross between its previous strategy and that of its most
successful neighbour. The technical aspects of recombination are as before; applied
to six variables, our genetic algorithm is illustrated in ﬁgure 9.
Of our 729 strategies, there are still only two that qualify as perfect communicators: strategies h0,2,1,2,1,0i and h0,1,2,1,2,0i. The ﬁrst of these makes sound s2
on feeding and sound s1 on being hurt, responding to sound s1 by hiding and sound
s2 by feeding. The second makes sound s1 on feeding and sound s2 on being hurt,
responding to sound s2 by hiding and to sound s1 by feeding. Both ‘coast’ in neutral
on hearing no sound, and neither makes any sound when not being either hurt or
fed.
Does communication emerge from this larger sample space by the mechanism of
localized genetic algorithm as well? Yes. Figure 10a shows evolution to a single
perfect communicator in 2677 generations, starting from a randomization of 18
Adams and Eves. Figure 10b shows evolution to a perfect communicator in 995
generations, starting from a sample of 18 diﬀerent Adam and Eves.

Figure 9. Genetic recombination applied to strategies of six variables.
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Figure 10a. Evolution to a perfect communicator in 2677 generations, with 75
foods, 150 predators, 0.02 tax for action, 0.01 tax for sounding.

Figure 10b. Evolution to a perfect communicator in 995 generations with diﬀerent
initial Adams and Eves, 75 foods, 150 predators, 0.02 tax for action, 0.01 tax
for sounding.
7. Learning to communicate in arrays of perceptrons
We have also investigated a third species of compuzoans that have simple nervous
systems composed of feed-forward neural nets. In the simpler of two subspecies,
these neural nets have no hidden layers: the behaviour of each individual is generated
by a two-layer perceptron of the form shown in ﬁgure 11.
In this form, each of the 4096 individuals in our 64  64 array is coded using 12
weights and biases. In order to keep computation manageable in an array this large,
we use discrete weights each of which carries one of the following values: 3.5, 2.5,
1.5, 0.5, þ 0.5, þ 1.5, þ 2.5 and þ 3.5. Discrete weights do just ﬁne with the
simple delta rule we will use here for training.12
The basic neural component of our perceptrons is shown in ﬁgure 12. The
structure of this ‘quadrant’ is repeated four times in the complete structure of
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Figure 11. The perceptron architecture.

Figure 12. A single quadrant of the perceptron.
ﬁgure 11, with two quadrants sharing inputs in each of two ‘lobes’. This ‘two lobe’
conﬁguration for communication has been re-invented or re-discovered repeatedly
in the history of the literature. Since de Saussure (1916), many have noted the
intrinsic distinction between the kinds of action represented here by (1) making
sounds and (2) mouth-opening or hiding in response to sounds heard, and it seems
natural to embody that distinction in the neural architecture of the individuals
modelled.13
We use a bipolar coding for inputs, so that ‘hear sound s1’, for example, takes a
value of þ 1 if the individual hears sound s1 from an immediate neighbour on the
previous round, and takes a value of -1 if it does not. Each input is multiplied by
the weight shown on arrows from it, and the weighted inputs are then summed at the
output node. To that is added the value (positive or negative) of the bias, which
might alternatively be thought of as a third weight with a constant input of 1. If the
total at the output node is greater than 0, we take our output to be þ 1 and the
individual opens its mouth, for example; if the weighted total is less than or equal to
0, we take our output to be 1 and the individual keeps its mouth closed. Here, as
before, an element of noise is built in: in a random 5% of cases each individual will
open its mouth regardless of weights and inputs. On the other side of the lobe,
individuals also hide in a random 5% of cases.
There are four possible sets of inputs for each quadrant: (1,1), (1, þ 1),
( þ 1,1) and ( þ 1, þ 1). In principle, the output in each case might be either 1 or
þ 1, giving us the standard 16 Boolean functions. But not all net architectures can
represent all 16 Booleans, and it is well known that perceptrons are limited in this
regard (Minsky and Papert 1969). Each quadrant of our perceptrons can in fact
handle only 14 of the 16 Booleans. A quadrant is capable of giving an output for
‘open mouth’, for example:
never, regardless of sound input
only when both sounds are heard
when only sound s2 is heard
when sound s2 or both sounds are heard
when only sound s1 is heard
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when sound s1 or both sounds are heard
when either sound or both are heard
only when neither sound is heard
precisely when sound s1 is not heard
when sound s1 is not heard or both sounds are heard
precisely when sound s2 is not heard
when sound s2 is not heard or both sounds are heard
whenever it is not the case that both sounds are heard
always, regardless of input.

The two Booleans that cannot be captured within such a structure are exclusive
‘or’ (xor) and the biconditional. Such a net has no way of giving an output just
in case:
Either sound s1 is heard or sound s2 is heard, but not both
Either both are heard or neither is heard.

Even with those limitations, however, our perceptrons oﬀer a sample space of
strategies far larger than the 729 considered in terms of genetic algorithms above.
With a total of 12 discrete weights we have a sample space of 68 719 476 736
numerically distinct nets. Not every numerical diﬀerence makes a behavioural
diﬀerence, of course: the same behaviour may be produced by webs with diﬀerent
weight and bias assignments and indeed by nets with major diﬀerences in weight
ratio and balance at diﬀerent points. With 14 of 16 Booleans represented in each
quadrant of our nets, we are nonetheless dealing with a range of 38 416 possible
behavioural strategies.
We can code these behavioural strategies in terms of output for diﬀerent pairs of
inputs. The possible inputs at ‘hear sound s1’ and ‘hear sound s2’ for the left lobe of
our structure are (1,1), (1, þ 1), ( þ 1,1), and ( þ 1, þ 1). Outputs for a given
strategy will be pairs representing the output values for ‘open mouth’ and ‘hide’ for
each of these pairs of inputs. We might thus encode the left-lobe behaviour of a given
strategy as a series of 8 binary digits. The string 00 00 00 11, for example, represents
a behaviour that outputs an open mouth or a hide only if both sounds are heard, and
then outputs both. The string 00 01 01 01 characterizes a cell that never opens its
mouth, but hides if it hears either sound or both. We can use a similar pattern of
behavioural coding for the right lobe, and thus encode the entire behaviour of a net
in terms of 16 binary digits. We will represent the behaviour for a complete net using
a single separation between representations for the two lobes, like this: 00110011
11001100.
Of the 38 416 behavioural strategies in our sample space, there are still only two
that qualify as ‘perfect communicators’. Pattern 00011011 00011011 represents an
individual that hides whenever it hears sound s2, opens its mouth whenever it hears
sound s1, makes sound s2 whenever it is hurt and makes sound s1 whenever it is fed.
The ‘whenever’ indicates that it will both hide and open its mouth when it hears both
sounds and will make both sounds when both hurt and fed. The pattern 00100111
00100111 represents an individual with a symmetrical behaviour in which only the
sound correlations are changed: it reacts to sound s2 by eating and responds to being
fed by making sound s2, reacts to sound s1 by hiding and responds to being hurt by
making sound s1.
We initially populate our array with neural nets carrying 12 random weights,
randomizing over our 68 billion numerical strategies. A total of 100 food sources and
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200 predators drift in a random walk across the array, without being consumed or
satiated at any point.14 Whenever a cell has its mouth open and a food source lands
on it, it feeds and gains one point. Whenever a predator lands on a cell that is not
hiding, that cell is ‘hurt’ and loses one point. In our neural net runs, we raised
the energy cost for opening one’s mouth or hiding to 0.05 points, with energy
expenditure for making any sound at 0.05 points as well.
Over the course of 100 rounds, our individuals total their points as before. Here
again the question is whether a cell has a higher-scoring neighbour. If so, its
strategy is changed through partial training on the behaviour of its highest-scoring
neighbour.
For perceptrons we use the standard delta rule as our learning algorithm. For a set
of four random inputs, the cell compares its outputs with those of its target
neighbour. At any point at which the behaviour of the training cell diﬀers from its
target, we nudge each of the responsible weights and biases one unit positively
or negatively. Within the limits of our value scale, use of bipolar values for target
and input allow us to calculate this simply as wnew ¼ wold þ (target  input) and
biasnew ¼ biasold þ target.
Our training run consists of only four random sets of inputs, with no provision
against duplication. Training will thus clearly be partial: only four sets of inputs are
sampled, rather than the full 16 possible, and indeed the same set may be sampled
repeatedly. The learning algorithm is applied using each set of inputs only once,
moreover, leaving no guarantee that each weight will be shifted enough to make the
behavioural diﬀerence that would be observable in a complete training. Partial
training is quite deliberately built into the model in order to allow numerical
combinations and behavioural strategies to emerge from training that might not
previously have existed in either teacher or learner, thereby allowing a wider
exploration of the sample space of possible strategies.
Suppose we start with an array of perceptrons with randomized weights and
biases. Will communities of cells learn to communicate? For these simple neural nets,
as for strategy change by localized genetic algorithm and by simple imitation, the
answer is ‘yes’. Figure 13 shows the emergence of communication in a typical array
over 300 generations. Figure 14 shows the same emergence in terms of proportions
of the population. A full animation of the development can be seen at http://
129.49.17.140/mmh/mmh.htm

8. Backpropagation in more complex neural nets
It has long been known that neural nets of just two layers are incapable of
representing all Boolean functions: we’ve noted the exclusive ‘or’ and biconditional
as exceptions. This crucial limitation dulls the impact of the otherwise remarkable
perceptron learning convergence theorem: that the simple delta rule is adequate to
train any perceptron, in a ﬁnite number of steps, to any function it can represent
(Rosenblatt 1959, 1962, Minsky and Papert 1969, Fausett 1994). In the 1970s, that
limitation posed a signiﬁcant stumbling block to the further development of neural
nets. It was known even then that the addition of intermediate layers to perceptrons
would result in multiple layer neural nets that could model the full spectrum of
Boolean functions, but the simple delta rule was known to be inadequate for training
multiple-layer nets.
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Figure 13. Emergence of two dialects of perfect communicators, shown in solid
black and white, in a randomized array of perceptrons with partial training
on successful neighbours. All other behavioural strategies coded using shades
of grey for backgrounds and central dots. Centuries 1, 10, 50, 100, 200 and
300 shown. A full animation of the development can be seen at http://
129.49.17.140/mmh.mmh.htm
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Figure 14. Learning to communicate in a randomized array of perceptrons with
partial training on successful neighbours in a sample space of 38 416
behavioural strategies. Percentages of population for diﬀerent strategies
graphed over 300 generations.

Figure 15. The quadrant structure of our backpropagation nets.
With the use of continuous and diﬀerentiable activation functions, however,
multiple-layer neural nets can be trained by backpropagation of errors using a
generalized delta function. This discovery signalled the re-emergence of active
research on neural nets in the 1980s (McClelland and Rummelhart 1988). Here
again there is a convergence theorem: it can be shown that any continuous mapping
can be approximated to any arbitrary accuracy by using backpropagation on a net
with some number of neurons in a single hidden layer (White 1990, Fausett 1994).
The most complicated neural nets we have to oﬀer here use backpropagation in
order to train to the full range of Boolean functions of their inputs. Each of our nets
is again divided into two lobes, with inputs of two diﬀerent sounds on the left side
and outputs of mouth-opening or hiding, inputs of ‘fed’ and ‘hurt’ on the right side
with outputs of two diﬀerent sounds made. Each lobe is again divided into two
quadrants, but our quadrants are now structured as neural nets with a single hidden
node (ﬁgure 15). In order to apply backpropagation training, weights and biases are
no longer discrete, taking instead any real values in the [3.5, þ 3.5] interval.
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Figure 16. Activation function.
The feedforward neural nets most commonly illustrated in the literature have
hierarchically uniform levels—all inputs feed to a hidden layer, for example, and
only the hidden layer feeds to output. For reasons of economy in the number of
nodes and weights to be carried in memory over a large array, the design of our nets
is not hierarchically uniform. As is clear from ﬁgure 15, inputs feed through weights
w1 and w4 directly to the output node as well as through weights w2 and w3 to a
hidden node. The output node receives signals both from inputs directly and through
weight w5 from the hidden node.
At both the hidden node and the output node we use a sigmoid activation function
f ðxÞ ¼

2
1
1 þ expðxÞ

equivalent to

1  expðxÞ
1 þ expðxÞ

graphed in ﬁgure 16. In our sample quadrant, bipolar inputs 1 or þ 1 from ‘hear
sound s1’ and ‘hear sound s2’ are ﬁrst multiplied by weights w2 and w3, initially set
between 3.5 and þ 3.5. At the hidden node, those products are added to a constant
bias 2 set initially in the same range. The total is then treated as input to the
activation function, generating an output somewhere between 1 and þ 1 that is
sent down the line to the output node.
The signal from the hidden node is multiplied by weight w5, which is added at the
output node to the product of the initial inputs multiplied by weights w1 and w4.
Bias 1 is also added to the sum. Here again all initial weights and biases are set
between 3.5 and þ 3.5. This sum is ﬁnally passed through our activation function
once again, with an output >0 treated as a signal for an open mouth, for example,
and an output 0 as a signal for a closed mouth. With diﬀerent weight settings, this
simple multi-layered structure is adequate to represent all 16 Boolean functions.
We employ a form of backpropagation appropriate to nets with this structure,
using the derivative of our activation function f 0 ðxÞ ¼ ½1 þ f ðxÞ½1  f ðxÞ=2.15
Training can be illustrated in terms of a single quadrant.
For a particular pair of inputs, we will at training have a particular target t:
the output (1 or þ 1) toward which our net is to be trained for those inputs.
We operate our net feedforward, as outlined above, to obtain a ﬁnal output o of 1
or þ 1. We calculate an output error information term o ¼ (t  o).
o is applied directly to calculate changes in weights w1 and w4 on lines feeding
straight from inputs. In each case, the weight change  is a learning rate lr times o
times the input signal that was fed down that line. Our learning rate is set at a
constant 0.02 throughout.
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w1 ¼ lr  o  inputðsound s1Þ
w4 ¼ lr  o  inputðsound s2Þ:
A bias can be thought of as a weight with a constant input of 1, and the change for
bias 1 is calculated in the same way:
b1 ¼ lr  o :
The weight change for w5, from hidden node to output, follows a similar pattern,
though w5 is calculated in terms of the signal which was sent down the line from
hidden to output node in the feedforward operation of the net:
w5 ¼ lr  o  outputðhÞ:
Weight changes for w2 and w3 are calculated by backpropagation. Here we ﬁrst
calculate a new error information term h ¼ w5of 0 (inph), where f 0 (inph) is the
derivative of our activation function applied to the sum of weighted inputs at our
hidden node. Changes in weights w2 and w3 are then calculated in terms of h and
our initial inputs:
w2 ¼ lr  h  input ðsound s1Þ
w3 ¼ lr  h  input ðsound s2Þ:
The change in bias 2 will be simply lr  h.
Once all weight and bias changes are calculated, they are simultaneously put
into play: wnew ¼ wold þ w and biasnew ¼ biasold þ b1 for each of our weights
and biases.
We wanted to assure ourselves that our net structure was satisfactorily trainable to
the full range of Booleans. The convergence theorem for standard backpropagation
on multiple-layered and hierarchically uniform neural nets shows that a neural net
with a suﬃcient number of nodes in a hidden layer can be trained to approximate
any continuous function to any arbitrary accuracy (White 1990, Fausett 1994). Our
nets are not hierarchically uniform, however, they employ only a single hidden node,
and our training is to the Booleans rather than a continuous function. Is the training
algorithm outlined here adequate to the task?
With minor qualiﬁcation, the answer is ‘yes’. We ran sets of 4000 initial random
sets of weights in the interval between 3.5 and þ 3.5 for a quadrant of our net.
Training for each set of weights was to each of the 16 Boolean functions, giving
64 000 training tests. Trainings were measured in terms of ‘epochs’, sets of all
possible input conﬁgurations in a randomized order. Our results showed successful
training to require an average of 16 epochs, though in a set of 64 000 training tests
there were on average approximately six tests, or 0.01%, in which a particular weight
set would not train to a particular Boolean in less than 3000 epochs.16 As those
familiar with practical application of neural nets are aware, some weight sets simply
‘do not train well’. The algorithm outlined did prove adequate for training in 99.99%
of cases involving random initial weight sets and arbitrary Booleans.
For the sake of simplicity we have outlined the basic structure of our nets and
our training algorithm above in terms of an isolated quadrant. Our nets as a whole
are four times as complicated, of course, with two lobes of two quadrants each
(ﬁgure 17). Each of these more complex nets employs a total of 20 weights, plus eight
biases, requiring a total of 28 variable speciﬁcations for each net at a given time. As
noted, backpropagation requires a continuous and diﬀerentiable activation function,
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Figure 17. The full architecture of our neural nets.

and will not work properly with the discrete approximations used for perceptrons
above. Here our individual nets are speciﬁed at any time in terms of 28 real values in
the range between 3.5 and þ 3.5.
Had we used discrete weights at unit intervals, we would have been dealing with
828 diﬀerent numerical strategies. With real values for weights, the ceiling is lifted
and we are dealing at least theoretically with a non-denumerably inﬁnite number
of numerical strategies.17 But of course not every diﬀerence in weights makes a
diﬀerence in output behaviour. Each quadrant is capable of 16 diﬀerent output
patterns for a complete cycle of possible inputs. Our sample space is therefore one
of 65 536 distinct behavioural strategies.
Here as before we can code our behavioural strategies in terms of binary strings.
Pairs of digits such as 01 represent a lobe’s output for a single pair of inputs. A
coding 00 01 01 11 can thus be used to represent output over all possible pairs of
inputs to a lobe: (1,1), (1, þ 1), ( þ 1,1), and ( þ 1, þ 1). A double set 01111000
00100011 serves to represent the behaviour of both lobes in a network as a whole.
Of the 65 536 distinct behavioural strategies that can thus be encoded, there are
still precisely two that qualify as perfect communicators. The pattern 00011011
00011011 represents an individual that makes sound s1 whenever it is fed and reacts
to sound s1 by opening its mouth, makes sound s2 whenever it is hurt and reacts to
sound s2 by hiding. It will both hide and open its mouth when it hears both sounds
and will make both sounds when both hurt and fed. Pattern 00100111 00100111
represents an individual with a symmetrical behaviour in which only the sound
correlations are changed. This second individual makes sound s2 when it is fed
and reacts to sound s2 by opening its mouth, makes sound s1 when hurt and reacts
to sound s1 by hiding.
There are also variants on the pattern of perfect communicators that diﬀer by a
single digit in their encoding. The most signiﬁcant, it turns out, are ‘right-hand
variants’, which diﬀer from one or the other of our perfect communicators in just
one of the last two digits, applicable only on those rare occasions when an individual
is both fed and hurt at the same time. Patterns 00011011 00011010 and 00011011
00011001 diﬀer from a perfect communicator in that they each make just one sound
rather than two in the case that they are simultaneously fed and hurt. Patterns
00100111 00100110 and 00100111 00100101 vary from our other perfect communicator in the same way. For our two ‘perfect communicators’ there are thus also
four minimally distinct ‘right-hand variants’ out of our 65 000 behavioural strategies.
We initially randomize all 28 weights as real values between 3.5 and þ 3.5 for
each of the 4096 neural nets embedded in our 64  64 array. A total of 100 food
sources and 200 predators wander across the array as before. When a cell has a
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Figure 18. Emergence of perfect communication using backpropagation in an
array of randomized neural nets. One training epoch used, 300 generations
shown.
predator on it and is not hiding, it is ‘hurt’ and loses 1 point; when it has food on it
and has its mouth open, it is ‘fed’ and gains 1 point. Each of these activities carries an
energy expenditure of 0.05 points. In ‘neutral’ an individual is neither hiding nor has
its mouth open, which saves it from energy expenditure but makes it incapable of
capturing food and leaves it vulnerable to victimization by a predator. When hurt
or fed, an individual makes one sound, both, or neither, where making a sound
also carries an energy expenditure of 0.05 points. Here as before, it should be noted,
ours is a stochastically imperfect world: individuals open their mouths and hide in
a random 5% of all cases regardless of inputs and internal structure.
Over the course of 100 rounds (a generation), our individuals collect points from
successful feeding and lose points as victims of predation. At the end of each
generation the crucial question is whether any immediate neighbour has garnered
more points. If so, our cells do a partial training on the behaviour of the highestscoring neighbor. All this is as it was before; what diﬀers is the structure of the
nets themselves, the full sample space of behavioural strategies, and training by the
backpropagation algorithm outlined above.
Full training by backpropagation standardly requires a large number of epochs,
each consisting of the complete training set in a randomized order. Here, however,
we use only a single training epoch. Training uses a complete but randomized set of
possible inputs for each quadrant and takes the more successful neighbour’s
behavioural output for each pair of inputs as target. This cannot be expected to
be a full training in the sense that would make behaviours match; training using a
single epoch will typically shift weights only to some degree in a direction that
accords with the successful neighbour’s behaviour. Often the resulting behaviour will
match neither the initial behaviour of the ‘trainee’ nor the full behaviour of its more
successful neighbour.
Can communication emerge by backpropagation training in an environment this
simple and from a strategy sample this large? Figure 18 shows a typical result with
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one epoch of training over the course of 300 generations. Rather than plotting all
65 000 behavioural strategies, we have simpliﬁed the graph by showing only those
strategies that at one point or another appeared among the top 20 in the array.
Here the two strategies that emerge from a sample space of 65 000 are our two
perfect communicators. In some cases, starting from a randomized conﬁguration,
one or another ‘right-hand variant’ can play a signiﬁcant role as well. The basic
pattern we have tracked in earlier sections with wholesale imitation, genetic
algorithms and perceptrons clearly appears here as well: random arrays of neural
nets can learn to communicate (Grim et al. 2002).

9. Conclusion
We imagine sessile compuzoans as blind in an environment of wandering food
sources and predators, but able to make sounds heard by their immediate
neighbours. Our initial question was whether colonies of compuzoans could come
to use those sounds as signals.
Across a range of modes of strategy change geared toward the behaviour of most
successful neighbours—wholesale imitation, hybridization by genetic algorithm,
perceptron training and backpropagation learning in neural nets—the answer
appears to be a resounding ‘yes’. Even in an environment this simple one can see
a pattern of basic signalling emerge.
What do models like these have to tell us about communication and ultimately
about meaning? First and foremost, they oﬀer an existence proof. Basic signalling
can emerge in a simple spatialized environment of food gain and predator loss, and
can emerge among egoistic agents in an economy of purely individualistic gains
and losses. The result requires no assumption of symmetrical gains from each act
of communication nor any hypothesis of co-operative tasks.
The results above also suggest that the phenomenon at issue is not picky about its
methods: signalling behaviour can appear in simple spatialized environments with
strategy change by wholesale imitation, by genetic hybridization, or by neural net
learning. In Jurassic Park, Ian Malcolm insists that ‘Life will ﬁnd a way.’ What these
models suggest is that the same may be true of at least simple patterns of
communication.
Genetic algorithms are often thought of as analogues for physical genetics, while
the delta rule and backpropagation are thought of as models for learning. If thought
of in these terms, the lesson seems to be that simple patterns of communication can
emerge either by physical genetics or cultural learning. We are not convinced,
however, that the formal mechanism of genetic algorithms need be thought of as
applicable solely to physical genetics. Codes in recombination might be taken
instead to represent cultural strategies (‘memes’) that are partially transmitted and
combined. Nor are we convinced that the learning algorithms typical of neural nets
must always be thought of as analogues to cultural learning. At this point it might be
better to view application of the delta rule and backpropagation simply as alternative
techniques for the exploration of a sample space of available strategies. What
appears crucial to emergence of communication across our models is not
the particular mode of strategy change but its direction, toward the strategies of
locally successful neighbours—the general dynamics of spatialized strategy change
in a spatialized environment.
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. . . you think of the meaning as a thing of the same kind as the word, though also
diﬀerent from the word. Here the word, there the meaning. The money, and the cow
that you can buy with it. (But contrast: money, and its use.) (Wittgenstein,
Philosophical Investigations: 120).

As indicated in the introduction, we consider these models a contribution to the
general tradition of theories of meaning as use. Evident across much of contemporary modeling for communication, in a range of disciplines, is a Lockean portrayal of
meaning as a relation between a sound and some corresponding internal
representation.18 That picture of meaning is much less plausible here, particularly
in the case of the neural net models. In the neural net training employed above,
strategy change proceeds by weight-shifting toward the behavioural strategy of a
successful neighbour. When a community of communicators emerges from an array
of randomized neural nets, it is convergence to a behavioural strategy that is crucial.
In this model there is no guarantee that the internal workings of behaviourally
identical strategies in two individuals are themselves identical. There are in principle
non-denumerably many neural conﬁgurations that may show the same behavioural
strategy. In training to match a neighbouring ‘perfect communicator’, a neural net
may not only fail to match the absolute values of its neighbour’s weights, but may
also diﬀer signiﬁcantly in its over-all structure of relative weight balances. What
arises in a community is a pattern of coordinated behaviour, but in developing from
an initially randomized array that co-ordinated behaviour need not be built on any
uniform understructure in the nets themselves. If you open up the neural nets in an
array that has converged on communicators, you will not be able to identify the
same meanings inside. Moving from individual to individual, you will not ﬁnd the
same numbers or even the same ratios of numbers inside. Ours is a model in which
meaning is evident in behavioural coordination but simply isn’t in the head.
But what about this: is the call ‘Slab!’ . . . a sentence or a word? (Wittgenstein,
Philosophical Investigations: 19).

Ours is also a model in which meaning remains indeterminate in an important sense.
If you ask what sound s1 means in a developed community of communicators, there
is no reason to favour ‘I’m eating’ over ‘Yum’ or ‘There’s food here’ over ‘Open your
mouth’. It would be wrong to think that all we need to do is look more closely in
order to ﬁgure out precisely which of these is what is meant. Perhaps indeterminacy
arises because the language in which we distinguish these alternative readings is so
much more complex than the signals we wish to represent. Perhaps indeterminacy
of some sort is an inherent feature of language in general; perhaps we can always,
for any utterance, oﬀer alternative readings of this sort.
A conclusion is an appropriate place for concessions. What we have attempted to
oﬀer here are models for simple forms of communication, suggesting simple forms of
meaning. We have to admit, of course, that what we have to oﬀer are merely models.
In our uncritical moments, we think of what we are doing as making meaning
happen. But what we have written are computer programs that generate blips on the
screen. Our ‘agents’ are virtual or artiﬁcial, and for that reason alone cannot literally
mean anything by anything. If these models prove useful, it will not be because they
contain real communication or real meaning but because they successfully model
important aspects of the real thing. Soberly speaking, what these models suggest
is that a very simple dynamics can explain the emergence of basic forms of
communication.
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Even if successful, of course, the forms of signalling, communication and meaning
that these models succeed in modelling are excruciatingly simple forms of signalling, communication and meaning. Although we have helped ourselves freely to
intentional terminology, we have shied away from calling what is at issue a
‘language’. Even if our models do capture something about simple meaning, it
must be admitted that meaning is not all simple. It may not be a single phenomenon
at all. Diﬀerent kinds of theories of meaning may be required to address diﬀerent
aspects of meaning or diﬀerent questions about it.
To what extent might models like these be extended, for example, to simple
syntax and an inﬁnite set of possible messages?19 That remains an open question for
further work.
Notes
1. Strategy replacement by ‘imitation’ need not be thought of as in any way intentional, nor
even as involving any perception of successful neighbours. If a cell has a more successful
neighbour, its strategy is replaced with the full form of the strategy of its most successful
neighbour (hence full ‘imitation’). In the case of two ‘most successful’ higher-performing
neighbours, one is chosen at random. This process of strategy change might alternatively
be thought of as a form of reproduction by more successful strategies into the niches of
their less successful neighbours.
2. Recent non-game-theoretic attempts to develop more adequate theories of meaning as use
include Peacocke (1992) and Horwich (1998).
3. See, for example, Ludlow (1997).
4. Saunders and Pollock (1996). Werner and Dyer (1991) use a model in which blind ‘males’
and signalling ‘females’ are thought to ﬁnd each other spatially, but random relocation
of oﬀspring results in an algorithm identical to a global breeding of those above a success
threshold on a given task.
5. Ackley and Littman (1994) do use local communication and limit reproduction to those
individuals in a ‘quad’ with the highest ﬁtness rating. Theirs is also a model complicated
with a blizzard of further interacting factors, however, including reproductive ‘festivals’
and a peculiar wind-driven strategy diﬀusion.
6. Although we speak of ‘sounds’ throughout, what individuals send and receive might also
be thought of in other terms: as chemical signals, for example.
7. In our initial studies we used the same number of food items and predators, and until the
diﬀerences in dynamics became clear were puzzled by the resulting tilt toward
communication regarding food in particular. In later studies, we explored (1) behaviours
that signal an alarm when a predator is present, whether or not the individual is harmed,
and (2) models in which twice as many predators as food sources are used. The latter is the
environment emphasized here—see also Grim et al. (2001).
8. ‘Free riders’ of this sort play a major role in the puzzles quoted from Batali (1995) and
Parisi (1997) in section 2.
9. As indicated in note 1, strategy replacement by ‘imitation’ need not be thought of as in any
way intentional, nor even as involving any perception of successful neighbours. The
process might alternatively be thought of as a form of reproduction by more successful
strategies into the niches of their less successful neighbours.
10. At any point there might be fewer than 50 spaces occupied by food items or 100 occupied
by predators, however, since it is possible for multiple food items or predators to occupy
the same space simultaneously. In the unusual circumstance that both a food source and
a predator happen to land on an individual simultaneously, points total: if its mouth is
open, it will both gain points for feeding and lose points for being hurt, for example. It
is only in that remote circumstance that an individual is treated as making both sounds
at its disposal.
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11. This is not to say that the sampling process of such an array is either equivalent to or as
broad as some fully randomized sampling with replacement would be. This process of
genetic change carves exploratory tracks through the sample space, and given particular
histories there are areas that these tracks will not explore. Genetic algorithms, like many
sampling methods—and like evolution itself—are subject to diﬃculties of ‘local maxima’,
in which convergence is to that strategy most successful within a certain range of genetic
variation, though strategies outside that range would outperform it if they could
be introduced.
12. See Fausett (1994). Discrete values of this type also appear in Werner and Dyer (1991)
and in Plagianakos and Vrahatis (1999).
13. de Saussure (1916). This maps precisely onto the distinction between ‘emissions’ and
‘actions’ in MacLennan (1991) and between ‘transmission behaviour’ and ‘reception
behaviour’ in Oliphant and Batali (1997). These two functions are separated between two
diﬀerent sexes in Werner and Dyer (1991) and between two separate sets of connection
weights in the neural nets of Cangelosi and Parisi (1998). Martin Nowak notes that an
active matrix for signal-sending and a passive matrix for signal-reading can be treated as
completely independent in Nowak et al. (1999) and in Nowak et al. (2000). One gain from
distinguishing the two abilities in this way is that there is then no built-in presumption
that individuals will treat signals as bi-directional in the sense of de Saussure (1916): there
is no presupposition that a signal will be read in the same way that it is sent. If bidirectionality nonetheless emerges, as indeed it does in our communities of
‘communicators’, it will be as a consequence of learning in an environment rather than
as a structural constraint assumed from the start (see also Oliphant and Batali 1997).
14. The observant reader will note that the absolute number of foods and predators has
progressively increased in our models, though the proportion remains the same. This is
motivated purely by computational time constraints.
15. We are indebted to Laurene Fausett for helpful correspondence regarding training
algorithms for nets with the structure used here. Our simple net combines perceptron-like
connections (along weights w1 and w4) with crucial use of a single hidden node; it will be
noted that the training algorithm also combines a perceptron-like training for w1, w4 and
w5 with full back-propagation to update w2 and w3.
16. Those Booleans to which training was not possible were in all cases exclusive ‘or’ or the
biconditional. We also explored non-standard forms of backpropagation that did prove
adequate for training 100% of our initial weight sets to each of the 16 Booleans. Final
results were very similar to those outlined below.
17. ‘At least theoretically’ because of course computer instantiation does not deal with true
reals.
18. See, for example: MacLennan (1991); MacLennan and Burghardt (1994); Oliphant and
Batali (1997); Wagner (2000); Levin (1995); Parisi (1997); Hutchins and Hazlehurst
(1991, 1995); Livingstone and Fyfe (1999); Livingstone (2000); and Nowak et al. (1999,
2000).
19. As indicated in introduction, there are suggestive leads towards the question of syntax
in the current work of Martin Nowak and his collaborators. See Nowak et al. (1999),
Nowak and Krakauer (1999) and Nowak et al. (2000).
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